Abstract Forbidden interval theorems state whether a stochastic-resonance noise benefit occurs based on whether the average noise value falls outside or inside an interval of parameter values. Such theorems act as a type of screening device for mutual-information noise benefits in the detection of subthreshold signals. Their proof structure reduces the search for a noise benefit to the often simple task of showing that a zero limit exists. This chapter presents the basic forbidden interval theorem for threshold neurons and four applications of increasing complexity. The first application shows that small amounts of electrical noise can help a carbon nanotube detect faint electrical signals. The second application extends the basic forbidden interval theorem to quantum communication through the judicious use of squeezed light. The third application extends the theorems to noise benefits in standard models of spiking retinas. The fourth application extends the noise benefits in retinal and other neuron models to Levy noise that generalizes Brownian motion and allows for jump and impulsive noise processes.
Forbidden Interval Theorems for Stochastic Resonance
Stochastic resonance (SR) occurs in a nonlinear system when noise benefits the system [3, 17, 33] . The noise benefit can take the form of an increase in mutual information or a signal-to-noise ratio or correlation or a decrease in an error measure. But when will such a noise benefit occur?
Forbidden interval theorems answer that SR question for several nonlinear systems. The theorems act as a type of SR screening device because they can give sufficient or necessary conditions for an SR noise benefit. We here restrict noise benefits to improvements in the system's input-output Shannon mutual information given an increase in the variance or dispersion of the exogenous noise. But forbidden interval theorems do not show how to find such a noise benefit. Nor do they indicate the magnitude of such a noise benefit if it occurs. They merely indicate whether such a noise benefit exists in theory for a given combination of parameters.
Stochastic learning algorithms can often find the actual noise benefit that a forbidden interval theorem predicts. These adaptive algorithms can find the local noise benefits if we take enough samples from the process and if we apply a sufficiently robust SR learning algorithm of the form
where I is mutual information or some other performance measure, σ is the noise intensity, and φ is a statistical "robustifier" such as signum or other impulse suppressor [18, 23, 24] . Both the learning algorithms and the forbidden interval theorems apply to many other system performance measures other than mutual information.
The simplest forbidden interval theorem is the strongest because it gives both necessary and sufficient conditions for an SR noise benefit while it requires only a threshold nonlinearity. It applies to a threshold neuron or other threshold system with threshold θ for subthreshold bipolar signal amplitudes A and −A: −A < A < θ . The additive noise n has either a finite mean E[n] or comparable location parameter a in the case of infinite-variance stable noise. Then the simplest forbidden interval theorem fully characterizes the presence or absence of a noise benefit because it gives both necessary and sufficient conditions for this (1) as a function of the dispersion of additive white alpha-stable noise n t with α = 1 (infinite-variance Cauchy noise). The system has threshold θ = 0.5. The bipolar input Bernoulli signal s t has amplitude A = 0.4 with success probability p A = 1 2 . Each trial produced 10,000 input-output samples {s t , y t } that estimated the probability densities to obtain the mutual information. The vertical dashed lines show the absolute deviation between the smallest and largest outliers in each sample average of 100 outcomes. (a): Stochastic resonance (SR) when the Cauchy noise n t has location a = 0 and thus a lies outside the forbidden interval: a = 0 / ∈ (θ − A, θ + A) = (0.1, 0.9). The system has a nonzero noise optimum at γ opt ≈ 0.21 and thus shows the SR effect. (b): No SR when the Cauchy noise n t has location a = 0.2 that lies in the forbidden interval: a = 0.2 ∈ (θ − A, θ + A) = (0.1, 0.9). The system is optimal when γ → 0 and thus does not show the SR effect: The mutual information I(S,Y ) is maximum because it equals the input entropy H(S) = 1
